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Thornlands House
Filling a spacious room with a functional, flowing progression
of amenities and practical, luxurious spaces this beautiful
master en suite and pamper zone provides a young couple
with a retreat in which to bathe away the stresses of the day.

2012 AWARDS

BEST BATHROOM RUNNER UP
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The free-standing bath and feature wall toward the centre of the

Adjacent to the vanity, a separate seated make-up area features

space sets an overall theme in the expansive room, creating a focal

a floor-to-ceiling mirror and make up lights for task lighting. The

point when entering the en suite. Its strategic positioning reduces

casual seating area provides the ideal place to get ready in style and

the visual depth, giving the room a sense of privacy and cosy warmth

comfort. Smart storage is incorporated in a slim line drawer, providing

that it might otherwise lack.

easy access to the hair dryer and hair straightener, which are able
to remain plugged in if desired. The placement of the louvered

A Caesarstone shelf finished at bath-height has been incorporated

window between both the make-up table and vanity ensures there is

into the feature wall, a nod to functionality that provides the perfect

abundant natural light to these areas.

location for the 300mm custom-made wave bath spout, a subtle
but glorious feature. In keeping with the client’s request for an

Stylish and effortlessly modern, this individual bathroom is easy to

open shower, the wall also serves as a room divider, providing the

maintain and complements the style of the contemporary home.

necessary privacy for an oversized, open-ended shower space. It also

Suited to the lifestyle of the young couple it serves, the beautiful,

provides the perfect placement for two built-in tiled recesses. His and

balanced space flows naturally and is truly private and comfortable.

Her shower rails and a luxurious rain shower provide an indulgent,
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balanced shower space.
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The large vanity benchtop in ‘Organic White’ Caesarstone once again

Interiors by Darren James

restores visual balance to the room. Understated but modern, the

Brisbane QLD

Icon wall-mounted mixers enhance the contemporary style of the

T: 07 3801 2566

space and create a distinct feature out of the large vessel basins.
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